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When purchasing a canvas print or a photo on canvas which is more the term these days allot of
people seem to be purchasing a canvas photo print and then hanging it anywhere in their home
whereas if you plan your canvas print size to the size and shape of the wall area itâ€™s going to be
hanging then you will find that it will fit allot better in that space and will have allot more purpose and
will look great. Even though canvas prints looks amazing anywhere you put them but little things like
that can make them look even better which is great.

When coming to buy a canvas print from a very well known canvas printer they have lots of great
information on their website as to how you can have your photo canvas prints hung and sometimes
if youâ€™re really lucky you might even come across a website that has a virtual wall on their website
where you can upload your images and you can adjust them to any size canvas print you like so you
can get a feel of what it would look like on your own wall before committing to a purchase with them.
 If you are unsure of what size would work best and the website you are getting the canvas print
from doesnâ€™t have the virtual wall then a good idea would be to email your images across the canvas
printer and just ask them for some advise as to what would be a good size not only for the photo to
keep the quality but also if they are able to recommend a certain size for a particular wall space to
try and get the best possible outcome for your canvas photo printing.

One very good way of arranging your canvas prints is if you have had a large canvas print made,
something like an A1 canvas and then you have had a few smaller canvas prints made to then you
could arrange the smaller canvas prints around the bigger one which would create a collage effect
of all your photos on canvas which looks really good, especially if all the photos that are on the
canvas all tie in with each other.

Having your photos which are printed on canvas is a very nice thing to do and even having one
canvas print hanging on its own is very effective but if you are having a few done then arranging
them next to each other has a really good visual effect and it also looks really good if the photos are
of the same topic to, if you feel that they would benefit from having the canvas prints arranged so
that they are diagonal or hung so one is higher than the other then this type of look also looks really
good to and not only that but it also looks allot more modern to chop and change them around in
different places, you might want to experiment with your canvas prints to see what the best
outcomes would be which is also very fun to do to.
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